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EMPIRE AND INDEPENDENCE

WHO’S WHO?

Use this character guide as a point of reference for the activities

LORD LOUIS 
MOUNTBATTEN 
Last Viceroy of India

A Viceroy is a representative of 
a King or Queen in another 
country under their rule.

MUHAMMAD ALI 
JINNAH

Leader of the Muslim 
League.

Jinnah is the founder of Pakistan.

GANDHI

Leader of the independence 
movement

Gandhi was the former leader 
of the Indian National congress 
before Nehru.

JEET 
Staff in Viceroy’s House 

Jeet is Hindu and in love with  
a Muslim woman.

LADY EDWINA 
MOUNTBATTEN 
Last Vicereine of India

Edwina is Lord Mountbatten’s wife 
and helped with the relief effort 
during the partition of India.

AALIA 
Staff in Viceroy’s House 

Aalia is Muslim and in love with  
a Hindu man.

JAWAHARLAL NEHRU

Leader of the Indian 
National Congress 

Nehru became the first Prime 
minister of India following 
independence.

GENERAL ‘PUG’ ISMAY

Chief of Staff 

General Ismay acted as an 
advisor, and helped the Viceroy 
to plan for Partition.
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BOOK JACKETS

Use these book jackets to help you sort the quote cards on the next page.

From Freedom at Midnight by Larry Collins and Dominique Lapierre

Fifty years ago, seconds after midnight on 14-15 August 1947, the Union Jack, emblazoned  
with the Star of India, began its final journey down the flagstaff of Viceroy’s House, New Delhi.

One fifth of humanity claimed their independence from the greatest empire history has ever 
seen. But 400 million people were to find that the price of freedom was partition and war, 
riot and murder.

From In the Shadow of the Great Game by Narendra Singh Sarila

Narendra Singh Sarila unearths documents which bring to light the … link between the 
partition and British fears about the USSR gaining control of the oil wells in the Middle East, 
and how Britain used religion as a political tool in the pursuit of the Great Game against the 
Soviet Union. … he also brings out little-known facts about the pressure the US exerted on 
Britain to grant India her independence.
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QUOTE CARDS

Sort the cards into two piles: ‘For partition’ and ‘Against partition’. Use them to explain why 
Mountbatten decided to separate India and Pakistan.

Duleep and Jeet work at the Viceroy’s House – they are discussing 
India’s independence from Britain:

DULEEP
Do you know why they’re letting this go?

JEET
No.

DULEEP
The war has exhausted them. They can’t 
afford to keep us.

Jinnah talking to Mountbatten about dividing India upon 
independence:

JINNAH

Moslems do not want to be reduced to 
the unequal position of Negroes in 
America … I already have the solution. 
The creation of an Islamic country – 
Pakistan.

The newscaster reporting violence between Hindus and Muslims 
before partition:

NEWSCASTER

Fire raged unchecked in many places 
while pitched battles continued 
between Moslems and Hindus. Casualties 
totalled three thousand killed and 
eight thousand injured.

Nehru discussing the idea of dividing India: 

NEHRU

We can concede the provinces with a 
clear Moslem majority, but Jinnah can-
not have Punjab and Bengal. They have 
large Hindu and Sikh populations.

Noor is a Muslim and lives in the staff quarters at the Viceroy’s House: 

NOOR
Asif, tell Mr Jinnah many Moslems  
also fought for India. We don’t want  
a separate country.

Gandhi talking to Mountbatten about partition: 

GANDHI

To divide us on religious grounds is 
against the will of God. Division does 
not create peace. 

Source B

Source D

Source F

Source A

Source C

Source E

The text on these cards have been taken from the Viceroy’s House script.
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EDWINA
We came here to give India back her 
freedom, not to tear her apart.

MOUNTBATTEN
We have no choice... If we don’t 
transfer power soon, there may be 
nothing left to transfer.

From the Viceroy’s House script

NEHRU

Forgive me but this is the result 
of British policy. You have done 
everything to foster hatred between 
our different communities. Separate 
schools, textbooks, elections. That 
was always your policy - divide and 
rule. So now you have divided us,  
you ask me for a solution?

From the Viceroy’s House script

EDWINA
So when were you intending to tell 
me you’ve made your decision on 
Partition?...

MOUNTBATTEN
It’s the only way forward.

EDWINA
We’ve barely been here two months -

MOUNTBATTEN
And the country is burning!

From the Viceroy’s House script

INTERPRETATIONS SHEET

Use the sources to find evidence that supports the interpretation. Some of them could be used 
to back up both interpretations, but it’s your job as a historian to make a decision and argue it.

A

E

C

B

F

D

This still shows Mountbatten presiding over negotiations 
with Jinnah, Nehru and other members of the Indian 
Congress and the Muslim League

During the negotiations, tensions increased between 
Hindus and Muslims. On a larger scale, it resulted in large 
scale attacks by both sides.

The partition of India in 1947, caused the biggest 
migration of displaced people in history.


